In a recent posting (June 2017) on Facebook, the first author presented a relatively unknown theorem regarding the concurrency of lines connecting the midpoints of the opposite sides of a plane hexagon with opposite sides parallel, but not necessarily equal (see [1]). To prove this theorem, it was necessary to employ projective geometry methods as using simple Euclidean methods do not suffice. In response to this posting, John Berry (a mathematical friend for many years from York, UK) asked the question on Facebook whether this result would also be true in 3D space.
Figure 1

Proof 1
Given ABCDEF as a 3-D hexagon (i.e. not all six points lie in a common plane) with AB parallel to DE, BC parallel to EF and CD parallel to FA (see Figure 1 showing the hexagon in 3D). The six straight lines then lie pairwise parallel in 3 different directions in space. Since AB is parallel to ED and BC is parallel to FE, the planes ABC and DEF on which they respectively lie are also parallel to each other. Therefore AC must be parallel to FD, but since the straight lines CD and FA are given as parallel to each another, it follows that FACD is a parallelogram. Similarly, the quadrilaterals ABDE and BCEF are parallelograms.
Since FACD is a parallelogram, diagonals AD and FC have a common midpoint M. But ABDE is also a parallelogram, and hence M must also the midpoint of BE. Hence, the three diagonals of the non-planar 3D parallelo-hexagon are concurrent at M, it is a centre of point symmetry 2 .
